Let X. Y be Polish spaces without isolated points and B c X x Y a Borel set such that {x: ßv is nonmeager} is comeager in X and { v: By is nonmeager} is comeager in Y. There is a comeager Borel E c X, a comeager Borel F Q Y and a Borel isomorphism / from E onto F such that graph of / Q B.
that \{x: \{BX) > 0} = 1 and \{y: X(BV) > 0} = 1, where A is the Lebesgue measure, then there exist Borel sets E and F of full measure and a Borel isomorphism / from E onto F such that the graph of / ç B. Our main theorem is a category analogue of this. Throughout this paper, X, Y are taken to be Polish spaces without isolated points.
The main result. Our main theorem reads
Let B C X X Y be a Borel set such that {x: Bx is nonmeager} is comeager in X and {y: By is nonmeager] is comeager in Y. Then there is a comeager Borel E ç X, a comeager Borel F çz Y and a Borel isomorphism f from E onto F such that the graph off-{(x, y): y = f(x)} çz B.
Our proof is analogous to that in [3] where several subsidiary results are proved, leading to the main theorem. By induction on n, we define a sequence of Borel sets {//": n = 1,2,...} such that for all n (l)H"+1CH"Q Vn,.... A" is Borel for all n and U"An is comeager in X.
By ignoring a meager set if necessary, we can suppose that each A" is a nonmeager Gs. By induction on «, we define /" on En ç A". We then define Suppose fk, k < m, has been defined and range fk ç a meager F" set, say Fk Q Uk. Put Bm+l=Am+1X i/"+1-IJ fJn«.
5",+ 1 is a Borel subset of j4m + iA"(£/"1 + , -U|Li F,) and (x: Bm + lx is comeager (in i^i+i _ U,1, F¡)} = ¿m+v % applying the previous result, get a comeager Gs£m+1 in Am + l and a Borel isomorphism fm + l on Fm+1 into i/m + 1 -U,1i F, such that range fm+l is meager.
If f(x) = f"(x) for x g En, f is a Borel isomorphism on U" F" into U" Fn. Thus domain / is comeager and the range is meager.
Proof of the main theorem. Find Borel sets £, ç X, F, ç Y such that F, is comeager, F¡ is meager and there is a Borel isomorphism h from F, onto F, satisfying graph h Q B.
Find Borel sets G C Y, H ç X such that G is comeager, H is meager and there is a Borel isomorphism g from G onto H satisfying {(x, y): x = g(y)} ç B -X X F,. 
